Abstract-For text content retrieval, the user can easily scan through and select from a list of retrieved items. This is impossible for spoken content retrieval, because the retrieved items are not easily displayed on-screen. In addition, due to the high degree of uncertainty for speech recognition, retrieval results can be very noisy. One way to counter such difficulties is through user-machine interaction. The machine can take different actions to interact with the user to obtain better retrieval results before showing them to the user. For example, the machine can request extra information from the user, return a list of topics for the user to select from, and so on. In this paper, we propose using deep-Q-network (DQN) to determine the machine actions for interactive spoken content retrieval. DQN bypasses the need to estimate hand-crafted states, and directly determines the best action based on the present retrieval results even without any human knowledge. It is shown to achieve significantly better performance as compared with the previous hand-crafted states. We further find that double DQN and dueling DQN improve the naive version.
I. INTRODUCTION

I
NTERACTIVE information retrieval (IIR) [1] - [4] enhances a retrieval system by incorporating user-system interaction into the retrieval process. Through this interaction, the user conveys better information to the machine as to what the user is seeking; the machine therefore more accurately returns what the user wants. The "Dialogue Navigator for Kyoto City" [5] , [6] is a good example, which helps users navigate across Wikipedia documents about Kyoto and tourist information from the Kyoto city government. The "MIT MovieBrowser", an organic spoken language movie search system, adopts conditional random fields (CRF) for natural language inquiry understanding [7] , [8] . For systems like these, the content to be retrieved in text form is usually stored in a structured or semi-structured database. H.-Y. Lee and T.-H. Lin are with the Department of Electrical Engineering, National Taiwan University, Taipei 10617, Taiwan (e-mail:, hungyilee@ ntu.edu.tw; iammrhelo@gmail.com).
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Here we focus on the interactive retrieval of spoken content, or multimedia, which is radically different from text. In spoken content retrieval, the spoken content is usually first transcribed into one-best transcriptions or lattices, and the system searches through the recognition results given user queries. There are several reasons why user-system interaction is important for spoken content retrieval. Firstly, speech recognition is still far from perfect; it inevitably includes errors which can negatively effect retrieval results. Moreover, although widely-used spoken content retrieval technologies like lattice-based indexing result in higher recall rates, they sometimes also lead to lower precision rates. Also, it is difficult to display on-screen the retrieved multimedia or spoken information items, and it is also difficult for users to scan through the retrieved results on-screen [9] : the user cannot simply playback and go through all the retrieved items to identify the one he or she is looking for. The necessity of IIR for spoken content retrieval is even more obvious for wearable devices or Internet-of-things (IoT) devices, which usually have no display (or come with only tiny screens), so the retrieval results cannot be displayed as a list for the user to choose from. In addition, multimedia content is usually stored in the cloud instead of local devices. To access the content, wearable or IoT devices must connect to cloud servers through the wireless network. IIR reduces the need to browse multimedia content to search through the desired items, and therefore reduces bandwidth demands. In a nutshell, IIR boosts the performance and user experience of spoken content retrieval.
The main issue in IIR is how to model the human-machine interaction during retrieval so that the machine can more clearly identify the user's intentions. In the past development of dialogue systems, much experience has been accumulated about human-machine interaction, resulting in numerous successful spoken dialogue systems in the past decades. These are usually designed for a specific application domain, such as airline itinerary planning [10] , train information management [11] , or tutoring systems [12] . Many such systems are based on a well-defined database at the back-end and a statistical dialogue manager, for example, based on a Markov decision process (MDP) [13] or a partially observable Markov decision process (POMDP) [14] learned by reinforcement learning. However, for spoken-content IIR, little effort has been made so far in borrowing from the experiences and expertise of spoken dialogue systems.
In previous work, MDP with hand-crafted states has been used to model such spoken-content IIR. An earlier attempt allowed the user to select from a list of retrieved key terms. In this 2329-9290 © 2018 IEEE. Personal use is permitted, but republication/redistribution requires IEEE permission.
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approach, in each iteration the system returns not only a list of retrieved items, but a set of key terms for the user to select if unsatisfied with the retrieved items [15] . The interaction process is modeled as an MDP, and the rankings of the key terms are learned by reinforcement learning. However, for poor retrieved results, the user must still take the time to go through the retrieved items before deciding that the results are unsatisfactory and then select the key terms for the next iteration. An improved scenario was later proposed [16] , [17] , in which for poor retrieved results, the machine is intelligent enough to actively interact with the user to clarify the user's intention. In these approaches, the system chooses the most suitable action among many based on the present status, which includes the currently retrieved results, the number of interaction turns, and so on. The action selection is learned by MDP trained with reinforcement learning to simultaneously maximize retrieval performance and minimize the extra burden put on the user. Successful results have been achieved by first estimating human-defined indicators from a set of features as the states and then selecting the actions based on these estimated states [16] , [17] . In the first paper in this series of work, states were represented by quantized retrieval quality metrics [16] , but these were found to be imprecise. To correct this, the continuous state space representation was proposed [17] ; this change from discrete to continuous states yielded improved performance. However, the states in this work remain hand-crafted, and thus may be inadequate for their purposes. Moreover, in these approaches, state estimation and action selection are modeled as two cascading blocks and are trained independently. However, both models may be suboptimal if joint estimation is not used for the whole process.
In recent work, we proposed using deep-Q-network (DQN) for spoken-content IIR [18] . DQN is one of the deep reinforcement learning approaches [19] , [20] . It is an effective way to learn from raw input without needing hand-crafted states. When applying this approach to IIR, DQN takes as input the features originally used for state estimation, and directly decides the actions. We offer some observations based on deep reinforcement learning. First, DQN has achieved remarkable improvements as compared with approaches that are based on hand-crafted states. This shows that hand-crafted states such as the evaluation metrics used previously are not the best indicators of retrieval status; also, cascading the estimation of such states with action selection based again on the states is not optimal; thus an end-to-end approach like DQN can outperform previous approaches. Secondly, by using DQN, we find that it outperforms the previous approaches with hand-crafted states even when using raw features like the retrieval scores from the search engine as the DQN input. This journal paper is the extension of recent work [18] . We further improve the typical DQN with double DQN and dueling DQN. In addition, we add a set of experiments based on the simulated users generated from the real user statistics, which makes the behavior of the simulated users more realistic.
II. SCENARIO AND FRAMEWORK OF INTERACTIVE
SPOKEN CONTENT RETRIEVAL Fig. 1 is a possible interaction scenario for retrieving broadcast news stories [16] , [17] . The user is interested in news about the meeting of US President Barack Obama with the leader of China. He may simply enter the short query of "US President" (U1), which is ambiguous since there are many news stories in the archive related to "US President" but on completely different topics. The system finds that the retrieved objects include widely divergent topics, and accordingly asks the user for further information (S1), receiving the next instruction, "Diplomatic issue" (U2). With this second instruction, the system finds that many news items retrieved for the queries "US President" and "Diplomatic issue" share the key term "Trump"; hence the system further asks the user if he wishes to find news related to "Trump" (S2) and receives the answer "No" (U3). As this answer significantly narrows down the target, the system offers a list of example items for the user to select from (S3). With the selection of the example spoken document (U4), the system then has enough information to retrieve the documents the user is looking for, and thus presents the final retrieval results to the user (S4). As this interactive process can be considered a dialogue, it is natural to use experience gained in dialogue processing for interactive retrieval: for example, we can consider statistical models such as MDP or DQN. In these models, the actions taken by the system are chosen based on the current status, for instance, the input entered to-date by the user (U1, U2, U3, U4). The system can take different actions to clarify the user's intention according to an intrinsic policy.
The framework for the proposed IIR approach is depicted in Fig. 2 . On the left, the user first submits a query to the system. With this query, potentially along with other feedback information from the user during further interaction, the retrieval module generates a list of retrieved items. We describe the retrieval module in Section III. In the retrieval module, the language modeling retrieval framework and query-regularized mixture model are used. As the IIR approaches here are independent of the retrieval module, any state-of-the-art retrieval and query expansion approaches can be used here. The retrieved results returned from the retrieval module are represented as a feature vector, as described in Section IV. Then the dialogue manager, described in Section V, determines the action based on the extracted features. The whole framework is parallel to dialogue system which usually includes language understanding module, dialogue manager and response generation module [13] , [14] . The retrieval and feature extraction modules are corresponding to the language understanding module in dialogue system. We do not have response generation module here because the IIR system only has to determine the suitable actions. In the dialogue manager, DQN which is a feedforward network takes as input the feature vector extracted from the retrieval results and evaluates the expected reward of each action. The action with the highest expected reward is taken. The network parameters are optimized based on a pre-defined reward function that depends on the system actions using a corpus of historical data of user interactions, or simulated users generated based on such data. The algorithms of the DQN-based approaches are described in Section V-A. The actions that the system takes are listed in Section V-B. In Section V-C we describe the reward function, along with the retrieval performance and the extra burden for the user. The user responses provide the system with more information, which it uses to update the retrieved results, after which it takes further actions based on the updated results. Determining to show the results is also an action. Interaction continues until the system has collected sufficient information to produce high quality retrieval results and determines to show them to the user.
The above framework can be equally applied on conventional text retrieval, but it would be more useful for retrieval system with relatively poor performance. Therefore, we choose to apply the framework on spoken content retrieval, whose performance is in general much worse than text retrieval. The above framework is very different from learning-to-rank [21] . In the typical setup of learning-to-rank, the relevance of documents is directly provided by some annotators. On the other hand, in our setting, the agent has to request the information by itself. How to request information in the most effective way via interaction is the focus of this study.
III. RETRIEVAL MODULE
A. Retrieval Framework
The relevance score function S(q, d) used for ranking document d with respect to query q is simply based on the KL divergence between query language model θ q and document language model θ d [22] , [23] :
Since there may be negative feedback from the user, a negative model θ N is added to collect negative information [24] , [25] , and (1) can be rewritten as
where β is a weight parameter determining by the development set. θ d is estimated as below:
where
) is the count of word w in d, and d is the length of document d. When spoken documents are considered, N (w, d) and d can be estimated from either one-best transcriptions or lattices [26] .
weight with a parameter L. In the language modeling retrieval framework, the retrieval problem is reduced to estimating the models θ q and θ N .
B. User Feedback
Through user feedback, the machine accumulates relevant and irrelevant information during the interaction. Such information is used to estimate a new query model θ q and negative model θ N respectively [27] . We here adopt the query-regularized mixture model [28] , [29] to estimate θ q from the set of relevant documents R and a relevant key term set R obtained from user feedback. This model assumes that the words in the set of relevant documents R obtained from user feedback are either queryrelated words or general words, with a document-dependent ratio between the two. It further regularizes the distribution of θ q by key term set R . Likewise, the same procedure is used to estimate the negative model θ N to be used in (2) from an irrelevant document set I and an irrelevant key term set I , both grow during interaction.
IV. FEATURE REPRESENTATION OF RETRIEVED RESULTS
Each time a user enters a query or provides feedback, the retrieval module updates θ q and θ N , and generates a retrieved list ranked according to (2) . Sets of features describing the present interaction status are extracted from the retrieved list, based on which the proper actions are selected by the dialogue manager described in the next section. Two sets of features are considered:
r Human Knowledge Features: We extract a set of handcrafted features based on human knowledge. These features were used in previous work [17] , and include the clarity score [30] , the query scope [30] , the simplified query clarity score (SCS) [30] , an ambiguity score [31] , the similarity between the query and the collection [32] , the weighted information gain (WIG) [33] , and query feedback [33] . The human knowledge features are defined on the ranking results, or a set of documents. The other feature is the number of turns that have occurred in the dialogue so far. There are 49 human knowledge features in total. 
V. DIALOGUE MANAGER IN IIR
A. Deep Reinforcement Learning
The dialogue manager is based on Q-learning. A mapping from a state s ∈ S (S is the set of states) to an action a ∈ A (A the set of actions), or action selection at each state, is the policy π. Given a policy π, the value of the Q-function (Q π : S × A → R) is defined as the expected discounted sum of all rewards that can be received by an agent over an infinite state transition path starting from state s taking action a:
where r k is the reward received from the action a k taken at state s k , where k is the sequence index for states and actions. The optimal policy maximizes the value of each state-action pair:
and R(s, a, s ) is the reward for taking action a at state s and transiting to state s . Finding an optimal policy is equivalent to finding the optimal Q-function. Typical dialogue system defines a set of hand-crafted states. Using hand-crafted states has its shortcomings. First, it is not easy to come up with perfect state definition. Moreover, because the models for state estimation and action selection are trained independently rather than jointly, it is not possible to improve the error margin for relatively weak state estimation. To a degree, deep reinforcement learning mitigates these problems by directly taking the feature representation in Section IV as state s. In this way, the error propagation for the two cascaded stages, state estimation and action selection, is eliminated since the machine automatically learns from the human knowledge features and the raw relevance scores of the retrieved results.
1) Deep-Q-Network (DQN):
The DQN is a feed-forward neural network [34] , [35] with parameters θ to estimate the state-action value function Q(s, a; θ). 1 The input of the DQN is the feature representation of the retrieval results, while its output dimension equals the number of possible actions a in the action set A; the output is the state-action value Q(s, a; θ) for each action a. The DQN is trained by iteratively updating the parameters θ. With parameters obtained at the i-th iteration, denoted as θ i , θ i can be learned by minimizing the following loss function L i (θ i ) in (7) by gradient descent. . T is a data set collected over many retrieval episodes. The expression s, a, r, s ∼ U(T ) in (7) indicates that the network is trained by sampling mini-batches of experiences from T uniformly at random. This method is referred to as experience replay [20] , [36] . In this way, the training data is used more efficiently via re-use of the experience samples in multiple updates. y i in (7) is defined as below:
where θ − represents the parameters of a fixed and separate target network. Equation (8) serves as the sampled version of (6) handling the problem of unknown transition probabilities. Here θ − is taken as the parameters obtained several iterations before. Freezing the parameters of the target network Q(s , a ; θ − ) while updating the online network Q(s, a; θ i ) improves the stability of the algorithm [20] , [36] .
2) Double DQN: The standard DQN algorithm above is known to overestimate the Q-values [37] , [38] . Because the max operator in (8) uses the same set of parameters to select and evaluate an action, it is more likely to select the actions whose Q-values are overestimated. To prevent this, double DQN is proposed, which decouples the selection from the evaluation [37] , [38] .
In the algorithm of double DQN, two DQN networks, θ and θ , are learned. For each update, one of the DQN network is used to determine the policy, and the other determines its value. Equation (8) is modified as below.
In (9), the selection of the action a using the argmax operation is based on θ. However, we use the second DQN, θ , to fairly evaluate the value of this state-action pair, Q(s , a ; θ ). To obtain two DQN networks, one alternative is to assign each experience randomly to update one of the two networks, but in this paper, we use θ − in (8) A(s, a) . The network structure of dueling DQN significantly improves the learning speed because it adds additional information about the composition of actionvalues during estimation. In the original DQN, we only update the Q-values for the state-action pairs observed during training. This results in slower learning as we do not learn the Q-values for actions that have not been taken yet. On the other hand, with dueling architecture, we start to learn the state values V (s) once an action has been taken at state s, which makes the learning faster. In the dueling DQN, we subtracts the mean of the advantage values as suggested in the original paper [39] to help the network separate advantage and state values.
B. Actions to be Taken
In order to gain useful information from the user, five actions are defined for user-system interaction. Additional actions can be added without modifying the framework. Below, actions (a), 
where θ
is the new query model obtained at turn k as defined in Section III-B. Jaccard(q, t) = D q ∩ D t / D q ∪ D t is the Jaccard coefficient of co-occurrence between terms q and t [40] . D q and D t are the set of all documents in the archive containing q and t respectively. Instead of considering each key term as an action, selecting t * by another approach reduces the number of actions. Although in this paper, only naive approach is used to select the key terms, the proposed approach is independent to the key term extraction method, so it is definitely possible to apply more advanced key term extraction approaches here [41] - [46] .
(c) Return Request (the system says "Please provide more information"): The system asks the user to provide an additional query termt. Then the additional query termt provided by the user is added to the relevant key term set R .
(
d) Return Topic (the system says "Which topic is related?"):
The system returns a list of topics inferred via latent topic models [47] - [50] . Each latent topic is shown to the user by the top-N words with the highest probability given the topic. The user then selects a relevant topic based on the top-N word. The complete word distribution of the selected topic is then treated as a document with length equal to the average document length in the document collection, and the document is added to the relevant document set R.
(e) Show list: The dialogue manager shows to the user the retrieved results ranked by S k (q, d), and ends the interactive session.
C. Reward and Return
Assume the system takes K actions, {a 1 , a 2 , ..., a K }, before the end of an interaction session. For each action a k taken at turn k, the system obtains a reward r k = C(a k ) which is defined for all actions a. The return of the system for the entire retrieval session is then G = For example, if the screen of the system is too small to list the documents to select, one can set the cost of the Return document higher than other actions to reflect the fact that selecting document needs more efforts. By reinforcement learning, if the machine realizes that asking the users to select a document from the list is not efficient, it will avoid taking this action.
The last action of an interaction session is always (e) Show list, for which a positive reward r K is received, which is the improvement in the retrieval evaluation metric over the whole interaction process. This can be written as r K = τ (E K − E 0 ), where E k is the evaluation metric of the retrieval results ranked according to S k (q, d) at turn k. τ is the trade-off parameter, which can be set by the system developer. A smaller τ indicates that the system prefers minimizing user effort over maximizing retrieval quality. r K represents the improvement of the retrieval performance obtained via interaction, which is correspond to the reward of completion or failure in the typical task-oriented dialogue. For example, if the retrieval performance cannot be improved after the interaction (E k = E 0 ), which means failure, then r K would be zero.
VI. EXPERIMENTS ON CHINESE BROADCAST NEWS
A. Experiment Setting
In the experiments, we used a Mandarin Chinese broadcast news corpus as the spoken document collection from which to retrieve news [51] . The news stories were recorded from radio or TV stations in Taipei from 2001 to 2003, and comprise a total of 5047 news documents covering a total length of 198 hours. For speech recognition, both one-best transcriptions and lattices were generated for spoken content retrieval.
22 graduate students were recruited as the annotators. 163 text queries and their relevant spoken documents (not necessarily including the query terms) were provided by the annotators. MAP and return were used to evaluate system performance. Return, which has been described in Section V-C, is the integration of retrieval performance (which is MAP here) and user labor. It is the measure the system learned to maximize during training. Larger return means better performance with less user labor. Interactive system can interact with a user many times to obtain very high MAP, but low return due to large user effort, so we consider return as a better indicator of system performance than MAP. Ten-fold cross validation was performed in all experiments, that is, for each trial, 8 out of 10 query folds were used for training, 1 for parametertuning (validation set), and the remaining fold for testing.
In retrieval module, β and L were set to be 0.1 and 1000 respectively in Section III-A, while μ in Section III-B was 5. The dialogue manager was trained and tested using simulated users. Each simulated user was generated based on a query and its relevant documents provided by the annotators. The discount factor γ was 1 in the following experiments. We have found that γ < 1 is not helpful. This is probably because the episode is usually short, so discounting factor is not needed. To compare the performance of different approaches in Sections VI-B, VI-C, and VI-D, the behavior of the simulated users was set heuristically as below. r Return Topic: The simulated user randomly returned one of the relevant topics manually labeled by the annotators. Considering the user burden for each action, the action costs were set as follows: Return document: 3, Return key term: 1, Return request: 5, and Return topic: 2. Here action Return request costs the most, and Return key term the least. In Section VI-E, we generated more realistic simulated users whose behaviors were based on the statistics of real users, and tested deep-Qlearning with the more realistic simulated users. Table I shows the testing set results evaluated on the document models θ d estimated from either 1-best transcriptions or lattices. Shown here are the values for both MAP and return, G = T k =0 r k . Row (a) is for the first-pass results without any interaction. The return without interaction is regarded as 0 because there are neither any negative rewards from user labor nor any positive rewards from retrieval performance improvements. Row (b) is the best performance the machine can obtain under the experimental setup here. To obtain the results in row (b), we performed a brute-force search over every action sequence whose length was less than 5, and picked the action sequence with the highest return.
B. Naive Baselines
2 This is considered the upper bound for the finite interactive scenario. The MAP of the upper bound is not 100% because some relevant documents cannot be ranked at the top of the list no matter what approach is used. However, compared with the results in rows (a) and (b), we found that if the machine could take the proper actions, remarkable improvement would be achieved.
Part (c) in Table I is for naive interaction policies. Row (c-1) shows the results for taking random actions, repeating 1000 times to estimate the MAP and expected return. Comparing taking random actions with no interactions (rows (c-1) v.s. (a)), we found that the MAP value increased with one-best transcriptions but decreased with lattices, and the return values always decreased with random actions. Although the system gains extra information after every interaction, inefficient requests from the system may also burden the user and yield poor returns. This shows that learning to take effective actions is critical. Rows (c-2), (c-3), (c-4), and (c-5) respectively are for the system taking a fixed action (Return document, Return key term, Return request, and Return topic) n-times (n > 0) and then Show list, where the value of n was tuned to yield the best return. We found that Return key term degraded the MAP values (rows (c-3) v.s. (a)), and only Return document and Return topic yielded positive returns (rows (c-2), (c-5)).
C. Hand-Crafted States
Here we also show the results using the estimated handcrafted states [16] , [17] in part (d) as the baselines. The underlying assumption here is that the proper action can be chosen by knowing a set of hand-crafted states. This assumption leads to the two-stage process in the dialogue manager. Stage 1 is the state estimator. Stage 2 is the policy determining the actions based on the states estimated by Stage 1. Stage 1 takes as its input both the raw features and the human knowledge features extracted from the retrieved results in Section IV, and estimates the state s for action selection. Two variables are used to define the system state. The first is the MAP of the result as returned by the retrieval module. 3 The second one is the number of turns that have occurred.
In practice, the quality of the retrieval results can be judged only by the user, and cannot be directly observed from the retrieved list, so the system never knows its true state. Therefore, the system must estimate the quality of the present retrieval results; some inaccuracy is inevitable in this process. Oracle  (rows (d-1) and (d-3) ) is the results assuming the state, or MAP value, was precisely known to the system; this is considered the upper bound for these approaches, while Estimated (rows (d-2) and (d-4)) represents the results with estimated states.
The states can be either discrete or continuous:
r Discrete States [16] : Discrete (rows (d-1) and (d-2)) is for the discrete state space, where the MAP was quantized into 10 levels. Estimating discrete states is regarded as a classification problem. Each performance level is a class, and the feature representation of retrieval results is input features. Then given a set of training examples {(f j , C j )} where f j is the feature representation of a retrieved list and C j is the quantized value of the evaluation metric of the list, an SVM multi-class classifier was learned. For discrete states, the Q-function is simply a look-up table learned by Q-learning [52] . We observe that although conducting random actions or fixed actions did not necessarily guarantee improvements for all queries (part (c) vs row (a)), the approaches for choosing actions given states did offer benefits (part (d) vs row (a) and part (c)). Also, estimated states were outperformed by known states (rows 
D. Deep-Q-Learning
We used DQN with two hidden layers of 1024 nodes. 4 We used rectified linear unit (relu) as the activation function. 4 We tested the networks with depths = {1, 2, 4} and nodes = {256, 512, 1024, 2048}. The networks only with 1 hidden layer or 256 and 512 nodes per layer are clearly worse than other setup, and the rest network structures have comparable performance. Then we chose 2 hidden layers with 1024 units for all the experiments. We did not choose the networks with larger size because it takes more learning time but with limited gain. The results about different depths are shown in the previous paper [18] . We do not show it again in this version.
The size of the experience replay pool, or the size of T in Section V-A, was 10000. In each epoch, 1000 new examples were added to the pool, and if the pool was full, the oldest examples were deleted. 100 epochs were used to train the network. θ − in (8) denotes the parameters obtained 100 iterations before. The batch size was 256 in the following experiments. For exploitation, epsilon-greedy was used. The model uniformly sampled over all the actions with probability . = 1 at the begin of training, and its value decreased 0.005 per epoch. During evaluation, epsilon-greedy would not be applied.
In Table I , part (e) is for different types of DQN with different features. Rows (e-1), (e-3) and (e-5) are the results using only the raw relevance scores. Very positive returns were obtained, and the MAPs significantly outperformed the baseline without interaction (rows (e-1), (e-2), (e-3) v.s. (a)). 5 In rows (e-2), (e-4) and (e-6) both the human knowledge features and the raw relevance scores were used. Using both the raw relevance scores and human knowledge features together achieved better results than raw features in all cases (rows (e-2) v.s. (e-1), rows (e-4) v.s. (e-3), rows (e-6) v.s. (e-5)). The proposed approach in row (e-1) using typical DQN only with raw relevance scores without any human knowledge outperformed the results using much human knowledge by estimating hand-crafted states in rows (d-2) and (d-4). This is likely because the end-to-end neural network properly estimates useful action selection indicators implicitly in its hidden layers directly from the raw retrieval scores.
The results for double DQN are shown in rows (e-3) and (e-4) in Table I . The MAP of double DQN and typical DQN is comparable, and double DQN outperformed the typical version in terms of return (rows (e-3) v.s. (e-1), rows (e-4) v.s. (e-2)). In Table I , rows (e-5) and (e-6) are the results for dueling DQN. We found that dueling DQN outperformed both double DQN and typical DQN in terms of return and MAP, except using raw features with one-best transcriptions. Fig. 3 shows the learning curves of different types of DQN with different kinds of features over one-best transcriptions and lattices on the validation set (the results in part (e) of Table I ). The horizontal axis is the number of epochs, while the vertical axis is the value of return. The results with DQN (blue curve), double DQN (orange curve) and dueling DQN (gray curve) are shown. The trends in the four sub-figures are alike. The value of return increased rapidly after only a few epochs. It shows that it is easy for deep-Q-network to find good policy. Among all the DQN-based approach, the learning speed of double DQN is the fastest. It converged within one epoch. In Fig. 3 , double DQN always seems to outperform other approaches. This is because we only show the first 10 epochs. The results with more epochs are shown in Fig. 4 . Here we only show the results using human knowledge plus raw features with one-best transcriptions, but other conditions have the same phenomenon. Although double DQN learned fast, the performance degraded after a few epochs. The learning curves of dueling DQN and typical DQN are alike in Fig. 3 and Fig. 4 because the training algorithms of the two approaches are exactly the same. However, the dueling network architecture makes dueling DQN learn faster than typical DQN. The learning speed is critical because in the real applications we cannot expect many users are willing to interact with the system in order to train it.
E. Statistics for Real Users
In the previous experiments, the action costs and behavior of the simulated users were decided heuristically. However, because real user-system interaction is sophisticated, such heuristically designed simulated users likely differ greatly from real users. To ensure more realistic experimental results, we observed real user-system interaction, and redesigned the simulated users based on our observations. We then used the simulated users generated according to the real-user statistics to train and test the system. In this subsection, we present the results of deep-Q-learning based on the more realistic simulated users.
To study real user-system interaction, real users were recruited to interact with the system (all users were undergraduate students of National Taiwan University). Each user interacted with the system based on a query randomly picked from the query set. 6 Then the system interacted with the user using the four actions -Return document, Return key term, Return request, and Return topic -and recorded the response of each user for each action. After interaction, the user was asked to answer how burdensome each action was by giving an integer from 1 to 5 (1 for the least-burdensome actions, and 5 for the most). 184 samples were collected in the end. Below we study the user-system interaction from two aspects: action cost and user behavior.
Cost of Each Action: The cost distribution of real users is shown in Fig. 5 . The vertical axis is the number of users, while the horizontal axis is the degree of burden from the questionnaires. The average costs for Return document, Return key term, Return request and Return topic were respectively 2.3, 1.3, 2.0, and 2.4. As expected, Return key term was the least burdensome because users needed only answer YES or NO. We had 6 We did not ask the users to provide their own queries because it is usually difficult for users to come up with their own queries.
presumed that Return request would be the most burdensome action. To our surprise, the results show that the costs of Return document, Return request and Return topic were comparable. In addition, we found that different users had different feelings about the same action. The standard deviations of the cost distributions in Fig. 5 for Return document, Return key term, Return request, and Return topic were respectively 1.2, 0.7, 1.1, and 1.3. We found that Return key term had the smallest standard deviation for cost distribution (0.7); users expressed more divergent feelings about the remaining three actions.
User Behavior: We offer the following observations based on the user study.
r Return Document: We had assumed that users would view the returned list from the top and choose the first relevant document. However, only 76% of the users returned the first relevant document in the list. r Return Topic: Only 73% of the real users selected the relevant topics during the interaction (we asked annotators to label the topics relevant to each query). Because a topic is represented as a set of words, real users were not always able to identify the theme of each topic. Based on the user study, we generated a set of more realistic simulated users, which we used to train and test the system. The cost of the new simulated users for each action is sampled from a Gaussian distribution whose mean and standard deviation are the same as the distribution in Fig. 5 . For Return document, the probability that the new simulated users returned the first relevant document in the list was 76%, with a 24% chance to return the second one. For Return key term, if the key term appeared in more than 50% of the relevant documents, the new simulated users had a 95% chance to reply "YES" instead of the original design's 100%. For Return topic, the new simulated users had a 73% chance to choose a relevant topic, and 27% randomly chose an irrelevant topic. 7 The results are shown in Table II . The results in row (a) are the MAP and return obtained without interaction, and these results are duplicated from row (a) of Table I . The results in row (b) is the results of DQN using the original simulated users, which is shown in rows (e-1) and (e-2) in Table I as well. Rows (c), (d) and (e) are the results for the simulated users based on real user statistics using DQN, double DQN and dueling DQN, respectively. When using raw features only with the new simulated users, both the MAP and return were degraded considerably (rows (c-1) v.s. (b-1) ). The new users yielded degraded performance because there was more variety in their cost and behavior. However, when using one-best transcriptions with both raw and human knowledge features, the new users yielded only slightly degraded return values; in this case, the MAP value even 
F. Training and Testing With Different User Behaviours
It is very possible that the training and testing users have very different behavior statistics, especially if the training users are simulated users, whereas the testing users are real users. To show whether the different learning methods are robust to variations in user behavior, we trained and tested models with different user simulations. We have used two kinds of user simulation. One is based on heuristically designed rules, while the other is from real user statistics. The first one is denoted as reliable users in Table III because its response is always the same given the same condition, while the second one is denoted as unreliable users here because its responses have some randomness. We used one of them to train and the other to test, and vice versa. The results are shown in (1)), we find that training by unreliable users decreased the returns as well no matter testing by what kinds of user simulation. This shows that the variations in training hurt the performance. Therefore, in real applications, if real user behaviour has large variation, the simulation without variation may benefit the training process. We find that double DQN and dueling DQN always outperformed DQN, with only one exception at row (c-2) and column (1). We further find that double DQN and dueling DQN are less influenced by different kinds of training users than DQN (columns (2) v.s. (1)). Table IV shows the average MAP when an action was taken. Here we show the results using typical DQN, double DQN and dueling DQN with raw featutes and one-best transcriptions. The notation '-' means the action was never taken, so the average MAP was unknown. We found that among all the actions the average MAP of Show Result was the highest. It is clear that machine knows that Show Result is the proper action when the search results are good enough, and although the retrieval performance is not explicitly given, machine can infer the retrieval performance from raw features. We also observed that the action Return Document was taken when the search results were relatively poor. This shows that asking the user to provide an Table II. example is the most effective way to improve the performance when the queries are extremely difficult. Fig. 6 shows the percentage of the actions taken during testing with the policy learned by different approaches and costs. The policies were learned from the user simulation with real user statistics (unreliable user) with one-best transcriptions. Fig. 6(A) is the results of typical DQN. More than half of the actions were Show Result because all the interaction ended with Show Result, and for some queries, machine decides to show results directly without further interaction. We found that the policy learned by DQN only took Return document and Return topics, which can add a bunch of information each time. Because DQN is known to overestimate the Q-values, if Return document and Return topics are more efficient than the rest two, DQN would overestimate expected reward taking these actions and not take the other actions. This may not lead to the best policy because Return key term and Return request may be helpful in some cases. To show that DQN truly learns to take the effective actions, we did another sets of experiments. In Fig. 6(B) , we assigned the same cost to all the actions, while in Fig. 6(C) , we set the cost of Return key term to be 0. Fig. 6(B) does not have remarkable difference from Fig. 6(A) . However, when taking Return key term did not have any cost, DQN learned to take this action more frequently than the others as shown in Fig. 6(C) . The percentage of taking different actions when using double DQN is shown in Fig. 6(D) . We found that the behaviour of the policy learned by double DQN is quite different from that learned by the typical version. Double DQN took all the actions, and thus fully leveraged all kinds of actions, which explains why double DQN outperformed the original one. Fig. 6(E) is the results of dueling DQN. Deuling DQN and double DQN have very different action distributions. Because the training algorithm of dueling DQN and original DQN is the same, and their only difference is the network structures, the distribution of the actions of dueling DQN is very similar to original DQN. However, dueling DQN took Return document a little bit more, which yielded to better performance than typical DQN in Table II .
G. System Behaviour Analysis
VII. EXPERIMENTS ON SPOKEN SQUAD
Because the corpus used in Section VI is relatively smaller, we tested the proposed approach on a larger dataset. We used the spoken document collection in the Spoken SQuAD corpus [59] as the documents to be retrieved. Spoken SQuAD is publicly available. 8 Stanford Question Answering Dataset (SQuAD) is a reading comprehension dataset, consisting of questions posed by crowdworkers on a set of Wikipedia articles, and each article is segmented into dozens of reading contexts for question answering [60] . For Spoken SQuAD, Google TTS API was used to read the context of SQuAD. CMU Sphinx [61] was utilized to generate the corresponding ASR transcriptions. The WER of the spoken documents is 22.7%.
We took the title (which is usually a word or a phrase) of an article as an input query, 9 and treated all contexts in the article as the relevant documents. In this way, we have 18,380 spoken documents containing 340 hours of audio with 431 queries. The document length ranged from 22 to 789 words, with an average of 128 words. We pruned the queries with more than 60 relevant documents or less than 10 relevant documents, so the number of relevant documents for each query would not be excessive or deficient. After that, we have 300 queries for retrieval.
Ten-fold cross validation was performed in all experiments, that is, for each trial, 8 out of 10 query folds were used for training, 1 for parameter tuning (validation set), and the remaining fold for testing. Fig. 7 shows the MAPs of different approaches on one-best transcriptions including without interaction, taking a fixed action and DQN. For taking a fixed action, the system took Return document, Return key term, Return request, or Return topic n-times and then Show list, where the value of n was tuned to yield the best return. We found that on the larger corpus, DQN still outperformed the system without interaction or the systems with naive policies. The same conclusion is obtained on return.
VIII. CONCLUSION
Due to the high degree of uncertainty for speech recognition and the difficulty of displaying spoken content on-screen, usersystem interaction is desirable for spoken content retrieval. In this paper, we utilize Deep-Q-network (DQN) to learn better state-action values without estimating the hand-crafted states used in previous approaches. This end-to-end learning offers overall optimizations for user-system interaction and produces significant improvements on return. We further find that even with raw relevance scores alone without any human knowledge, the approach yielded better performance than that when estimating hand-crafted states. Last but not least, double DQN and dueling DQN is more efficient than typical DQN.
